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Overcome Shyness Tip #1:

WORK ON DEEPER FEARS.
Take shyness as a symptom for the
need to address your deeper fears. Is
your shyness a case of poor self es-
teem, related to childhood condi-
tioning, excessive worrying and so
on? If you need help and assistance
with overcoming shyness once and
for all, consider doing some emotional
release work.

Overcome Shyness Tip #2:

APPRECIATE YOUR
INDIVIDUALITY.
In case you haven’t noticed,
everyone is unique and dif-
ferent. Instead of feeling self-
conscious, embrace who you
are – unconditionally. When
you learn to embrace your
uniqueness, you will have
more confidence.

Remember this quote -
“The significant business of
your life is alive and well,
awaiting discovery, within your very
soul. You and I were born to come
into ourselves as complete and dis-
tinctive persons. Accepting this,
we build a valuable life.” – Marsha
Sinetar

Overcome Shyness Tip #3:

TAKE DEEP BREATHS.
When you are in situations where
you feel shyness trying to
takeover, it can be helpful to take
deep breaths. This will help you
to clear your mind, give you
some time to gain composure
and avoid an anxiety attack.

Overcome Shyness Tip #4:

GO ON NEW ADVENTURES.
When most people think about step-
ping out of their comfort zones, they
usually run the other way. Being bold
is an important step in overcoming
feelings of shyness. The next time you
are presented with a social opportu-
nity that is not your usual scene, go
out on a limb and give it a try. Need
more tips on getting out of your
comfort zone?  

Overcome Shyness Tip #5:

STOP SAYING YOU ARE SHY.
Have ever noticed that the more you
say you’re shy, the more your shyness
increases? Instead of constantly talk-
ing about how shy you are, try re-
framing your mind with positive af-
firmations. Affirm statements such as
“I am confident”, “I speak clearly and
with ease” and “I can articulate beau-
tifully, eloquently and freely”.

Overcome Shyness Tip #6:

RELEASE THE PAST.
Have you ever been rejected by someone
that you admire? And so you have found

i t
dif fi -
cult to
b o u n c e
back from the
hurt. Don’t allow
past hurts to rule your
future. Everyone can’t be friends with
everyone, so instead of allowing hurt
to hold you back, find new friends who
will appreciate you for who you are.

Overcome Shyness Tip #7:

LEARN TO SPEAK UP.
Do you talk so quietly that people
are always asking you to talk loud-
er? It is okay to speak and be
heard, so try to get into the habit
of talking louder. Feeling afraid?
Practice in front of the mirror.
Visualise your voice as a dial

that you can turn for managing the
level of your volume. Get someone you
feel comfortable with to provide you
with feedback about your audibility.

Overcome Shyness Tip #8:

MEET NEW PEOPLE REGU-
LARLY.

A great way to overcome shyness is to
make it a point to meet someone new
every week. When you are constantly
focused on making new friends, you
will forget all about your shyness. Try
overcoming your shyness by volun-
teering to organise social outings for
senior citizens every week . Maybe
start an online video outing to start
with and generally progress to meet-
ings in reality.

This year, you can focus on your well-being by picking up clothes that heal you.
Brands across the globe are coming up with concepts like sun-protective clothing,
collagen-infused apparel and vitamin-infused collections. This trend of wellness
clothing, a fad over the years in the West, is slowly getting a boost in India. A few

brands have unveiled collections with 'no toxic irritants' and
'immunity boosters'... Here are a few 'wellness clothing' 

WEAR
CLOTHES 
THAT HEAL

Sun-protective clothing
This is rated on Ultraviolet Protection Factor (UPF); a higher SPF
number means better protection. Tsippora Shainhouse, MD, a US
dermatologist, was quoted as saying that "sun-protection cloth-
ing carries a rating that indicates exactly how much UV can be

blocked by the special fabric." Experts say these fabrics
must be tight in structure and dark coloured. 

Vitamin-
infused 

clothing!
Some international brands
have come up with the
idea of 'wearable vitamin
technology' textiles,
which are made with fibre
infused with pro-vitamin
substances. One such
brand is a Japanese com-
pany Fuji Spinning Co,
which is working on a tee
containing the equivalent
of two lemons in its fibre,
said a spokesperson.

Ayurvedic
apparel

Many are following
Ayurveda to take a lead in
wellness clothing. A Kerala

brand - Niraamaya's handwoven
'ayurvastra' are free and

equipped with healing proper-
ties of neem, tulsi, turmeric,
red sandal. The use of herbs

imparts their goodness.
Times Life

WEARABLE 
COLLAGEN
In 2018, US sportswear
brand Buki unveiled a 
collection made of fabric
that has protein collagen
in its fibres. The clothes
are also said to provide 
protection from the sun.  

The year 2020 has been difficult for all of
us. Due to the lockdown imposed in the
wake of coronavirus pandemic, we have
spent almost the entire year indoors.
With offices and gyms shutting down, our
levels of physical activity also
decreased drastically. One of the
greatest lessons that we learned during
this testing time was that to stay fit
we do not need to go to the gym
or step outdoors. A report

The trendiest workout
of 2020 YOGA

1
The pandemic took a major toll on our physical as well
as mental well-being. Staying indoors, limiting contact
from the outer world and constant fear of contagion

caused stress and anxiety. This forced most of the people
to add yoga in their daily routine. The ancient Indian form
of physical activity helped to calm the mind and flex the
muscles. A lot of people opted for yoga
during the pandemic to sail
through a hard
time. 

STATIONARY
BIKE

3
Cycling both
indoor and
outdoor was a

top pick of the year. This is
the reason why the price of out-
door and stationary bikes sky-
rocketed in the mid of last
year. Biking helped people get
a good cardio session and
burn some serious calories.
Besides, it also helps to
lift the mood and reduce
stress.

ZUMBA

2
Zumba is
another
form of

cardio exercises
that people fol-
lowed in 2020.
This workout
routine does not have
any set rules. It is more of a fun activity
that helped people a lot to get relief from stress and stay
fit during the lockdown. There has been a surge in the online

Zumba classes during the pandemic

BODYWEIGHT WORKOUT

5
Bodyweight workout has always been
famous among people. It can be any-
where and one does not need any kind

of equipment for it. Besides, it is effective and
the results are visible if you are consistent.
This is what made this workout routine more
popular during the pandemic.

HIIT 

4
For a good cardio session, most

people opted for High-intensity

interval training (HIIT). This

workout routine has been around for

quite some time, but during the lock-

down, its popularity touched a new

height. The primary reason being it

gives the maximum result in minimum

time. In just 10 minutes of workout,

one can burn a considerable amount

of calories by performing HIIT.
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My first language was shy. It's only by 
having been thrust into the limelight that I have

learned to cope with my shyness.
AL PACINO actor 

Here are 10 ways
to overcome

shyness and be
more 

confident:



Q1:
In which year did Andy Murray
last win a Grand Slam title?

a) 2010  ❑ b) 2012  ❑ c) 2014  ❑ d) 2016  ❑

Q2:
Who is the first person to
have won Olympic

volleyball gold medals as a player
and a coach? 
a) Lang Ping  ❑ b) Zhang Changning  ❑

c) Hui Ruoqi  ❑ d) Ding Xia  ❑

Q3:
Which country holds the
record of most consecutive

wins in T20Is?
a) India  ❑ b) England  ❑ c) Afghanistan  ❑

d) Pakistan  ❑

Q4:
Who has been the longest-
serving International

Olympic Committee president?
a) Thomas Bach  ❑ b) Avery Brundage  ❑

c) Demetrius Vikelas  ❑

d) Baron Pierre de Coubertin ❑

Q5:
The Wimbledon women’s
singles event was first

introduced in 1884. Which players
won the title?

a) Lottie Dod  ❑ b) Maud Watson  ❑

c) Blanche Bingley  ❑ d) Ellen Hansell  ❑

Q6:
Which footballer was the
top scorer of 2020-21

German Bundesliga? 
a) Lars Stindl  ❑ b) Robert Lewandowski  ❑

c) Erling Haaland  ❑ d) Wout Weghorst ❑

Q7:
In which tournament did
Serena Williams win her

first Grand Slam title?
a) US Open  ❑ b) Wimbledon  ❑

c) Australian Open  ❑ d) French Open  ❑

Q8:
In the year 1877, which
tennis player won the

first Wimbledon Championship?
a) William Renshaw  ❑ b) John Hartley  ❑

c) Spencer Gore  ❑ d) Frank Hadow  ❑

Q9:
Which woman cricketer
has made the most runs

on debut in a ODI match?    
a) Reshma Gandhi  ❑ b) Mithali Raj  ❑

c) Nicole Bolton  ❑ d) Lynne Thomas  ❑

Q10:
Which cricketer made
the most runs in his

debut T20I match?
a) Ravinderpal Singh  ❑ b) Leslie Dunbar  ❑

c) Ricky Ponting  ❑ d) JP Kotze  ❑

Q11:
Other than Virat Kohli,
which Indian batsman has

made most career fifties in T20
Internationals?

a) Rohit Sharma  ❑ b) KL Rahul  ❑

c) Shikhar Dhawan  ❑ d) Yuvraj Singh  ❑

Q12:
Which cricketer holds
the record for longest

Test career?
a) Sachin Tendulkar  ❑ b) Wilfred Rhodes  ❑

c) Brian Close  ❑ d) Frank Woolley  ❑

Q13:
Which of the following
players won the 2020

Women’s Australian Open?
a) Simona Halep  ❑ b) Iga Swiatek  ❑

c) Sofia Kenin  ❑ d) Naomi Osaka  ❑

QUIZ TIME!

Serena Williams
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ANSWERS: 1 d) 2016   2 a) Lang Ping

3 c) Afghanistan   4 d) Baron Pierre de Coubertin

5 b) Maud Watson 6 b) Robert Lewandowski

7 a) US Open  8 c) Spencer Gore

9 d) Lynne Thomas   10 b) Leslie Dunbar

11 a) Rohit Sharma   12 b) Wilfred Rhodes 

13 c) Sofia Kenin

GLORIOUS DRAW

Australia skipper Tim Paine on Monday said that the result was a

tough one to swallow and not holding onto catches costed the

side. “I thought we created enough chances to win the game,

this one’s a tough one to swallow. Our bowlers were superb,

(Nathan) Lyon bowled well. Just that we didn’t hold onto our

catches. Looking forward to Brisbane. We didn’t play our best in

the last two games, but we were somewhat good with the bat in

this Test. There were a few positives for us, our bowlers created

plenty of chances,” said Paine during the post-match presenta-

tion. “Today was a whole-hearted effort from the boys, just that

things didn’t go our way,” he added. Paine did not have a good

day behind the stumps as he ended up dropping three catches

(two of Rishabh Pant and one of Hanuma Vihari). ANI

THIS RESULT IS TOUGH TO SWALLOW: PAINE

The game will be

definitely be

remembered for a

great show of

character by an

Indian team which

has missed the

services of regular

skipper Virat Kohli

and a bunch of

seniors like

Mohammad Shami,

Ishant Sharma and

Umesh Yadav in

what is one of the

toughest places

to tour

Hats of to both @Hanumavihari  and

@ashwinravi99.  To draw the test! A

lot has to be said about vihari for

his grit and determination even

after being injured! This knock is as

good as any hundred in test cricket!

Ashwin always had the talent to be a

main allrounder! #AUSvsIND

K Srikanth, former India batsman

Tried all tricks including Steve Smith

trying to remove Pant’s batting

guard marks from the crease. Par

kuch kaam na aaya. Khaaya peeya

kuch nahi, glass toda barana. But I

am so so proud of the effort of the

Indian team today. Seena chonda ho

gaya yaar.

Virender Sehwag,

former India batsman

Really proud of #TeamIndia! Special

mention to @RishabhPant17 ,

@cheteshwar1 , @ashwinravi99 and

@Hanumavihari  for the roles

they’ve played brilliantly. Any guess-

es in which dressing room the

morale will be high?

Sachin Tendulkar,

former India captain

Loved the fight and determination of

India all day today. Starting with

Pant and Pujara, and then for Vihari

and Ashwin to withstand Australia

and look largely in control for most

of the day was very

impressive. Can’t

wait for Brisbane

now. #AUSvIND

Ricky Ponting,

former Australia captain

Never giving up. Never backing

down from a challenge. Great char-

acter and resilience displayed by

the team.

Mayank Agarwal, India batsman

NEVER BACKING DOWN FROM A CHALLENGE

■  Batting out 131 overs, the
most India have batted in the
fourth innings of a Test since
1980, showed exactly what Ash-
win meant when he spoke about
playing like true warriors at the
end of the fourth day’s play at
the SCG.

■  A hamstring injury
notwithstanding, Vihari hit an
unbeaten 161-ball 23 while Ash-
win hit 39 off 128 balls as the
two defended away any hopes
Australia had of registering a
win. With an injured Ravindra
Jadeja waiting in the pavilion,
it was important for the two to
ensure they saw India to the
end and that is just what they
did as the players shook hands
with an over left.

■  But it all started in the morn-
ing when the team management

decided to send in Rishabh Pant
at the fall of stand-in skipper
Ajinkya Rahane’s wicket. With
the game clearly in Australia’s
court, Pant decided to show why
the team has backed him despite
his inconsistent run.

■  A fearless brand of cricket
from him suddenly saw India
walking into the lunch break
with the score on 206/3. With 201
needed and Pant on a roll, it sud-
denly looked like India was play-
ing to go 2-1 up in the series.
Credit must also be given to
Cheteshwar Pujara as he kept
the board ticking and didn’t get
into a shell.

■  But Nathan Lyon sending
Pant back on 97 suddenly saw
the Indian fans fear another col-
lapse. But the out-of-form Vi-
hari wasn’t letting anybody

down this time round.

■  He first combined for a short
partnership with Pujara and
then after the latter’s dismissal
for 77, combined with Ashwin to
see India home. The scoresheet
might call this a draw, but both
teams know that India will walk
away with their heads held high.
Not just that, they will walk onto
The Gabba high on confidence
after this inspiring effort.

■  There was banter, there was
humour and there were a few
ugly gestures in-between, but
it was all in the spirit and noth-
ing that crossed the line in what
was an adrenaline-filled final
session of the third Test. While
the Australian skipper Tim
Paine tried to get into the skin
of Ashwin, the Indian spinner
was no less.

BRAVEHEARTS VIHARI, ASHWIN
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The talk going into day five was to fight till the end without

thinking about the result, said India skipper Ajinkya Rahane.

“Our talk coming this morning was to show character and fight

till the end. Not to think about the result. Really happy with the

way we fought especially today, but also throughout the game,”

Rahane said at the post-match presentation. “Even in the first

innings when Australia were 200 for 2 and getting them all out

for 338 was really good,” he added. Pant came ahead of

Hanuma Vihari at number five, a move that was made keeping

the left-right combination in mind, said Rahane. “There are few

areas we can improve (ahead of fourth Test) on but special

mention to Vihari and Ashwin. The way they batted in the end

and showed character was really good to see. Credit to him

(Pant) for the way he played,” said the skipper. ANI

PLAN WAS TO FIGHT TILL THE END WITHOUT

THINKING ABOUT THE RESULT: RAHANE
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Batting out 258 balls with a fierce home team throwing everything it had up its sleeve is no

mean feat. But the Indian duo of Hanuma Vihari and R Ashwin stood their ground and 

managed to do just that as they eked out a draw in what was nothing short of an action-

packed fifth day in the third Test between India and Australia at the Sydney Cricket Ground

Chasing 400 in Sydney was never going to be easy, as the ball was going up and down. That knock by Pant set us

up. After Pujara and Pant’s wicket and with Vihari injured, it was going to be difficult to go for the win. Touring

Australia is never easy so Vihari can be proud of himself. It was a knock equal to scoring a hundred. I was

just telling the batting coach during the lunch break that I have never left the SCG without a fifty, this is a

venue where I have done well with the bat and today’s innings is right up there.

VIHARI’S KNOCK WAS EQUAL TO SCORING A HUNDRED: ASHWIN

Australia's seamers

attacked Ashwin

relentlessly with

short-pitched deliveries

aimed at the body
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